to such good purpose as, practically single-handed, to have now established on a firm footing the society of which he has very justly been made president, and added another to the long list of enterprises successfully inaugurated by his class. A majority of the students have already "co-operated," and the membership fee is so insignificant, and the discounts given in many cases so liberal, that it is to be hoped every member of the Institute will make it a point to join, and give preference in purchasing to the affiliated tradesmen. By so doing he helps to convince the latter of the value of Institute custom, and thus aids the society in procuring favorable terms in the future, and also encourages the officers of the society to extend operations, and perhaps ultimately establish some sort of agency for the sale of blank-books, stationery, etc., at the Institute buildings. On larger purchases, too, the saving made is by no means contemptible, and it would be worth while for each student to make a note of the amount saved whenever he purchases on co-operative terms, and compute total saving at the end of the term. Such statistics will be gratefully received by the officers of the society.

We have just heard of the action of some students in regard to the Senior Ball tickets. These students—and we are glad to say they are but few—having bought tickets and not intending to go to the ball, "merely buying to support the thing," sell them at reduced rates. It is nothing more than a mild form of speculation. It is true they sell the ticket for less than they paid for it, but they get, at the same time, credit for supporting the thing, sell them at reduced rates. It is nothing more than a mild form of speculation. It is true they sell the ticket for less than they paid for it, but they get, at the same time, credit for supporting the thing, sell them at reduced rates. It is nothing more than a mild form of speculation. It is true they sell the ticket for less than they paid for it, but they get, at the same time, credit for supporting the thing, sell them at reduced rates. It is nothing more than a mild form of speculation. It is true they sell the ticket for less than they paid for it, but they get, at the same time, credit for supporting the thing, sell them at reduced rates. It is nothing more than a mild form of speculation. It is true they sell the ticket for less than they paid for it, but they get, at the same time, credit for supporting the thing, sell them at reduced rates. It is nothing more than a mild form of speculation. It is true they sell the ticket for less than they paid for it, but they get, at the same time, credit for supporting the thing, sell them at reduced rates. It is nothing more than a mild form of speculation. It is true they sell the ticket for less than they paid for it, but they get, at the same time, credit for supporting the thing, sell them at reduced rates. It is nothing more than a mild form of speculation. It is true they sell the ticket for less than they paid for it, but they get, at the same time, credit for supporting the thing, sell them at reduced rates.

Why cannot such a club be formed at the Institute? We know of many of the students who play on the banjo and guitar, and it seems if they were brought together they might, with practice, develop into a club whose playing would do us credit. They could obtain the room in Kidder used by the Glee Club, for practice, and then in time the Institute might have a concert, under the auspices of the Glee Club, Orchestra and Banjo Club, with the pieces varied enough to suit the most fastidious. This concert would, we believe, be something no other college has ever attempted, and could be made a success if the Banjo Club is only started. We hope all the students who play at all, on either the banjo or guitar, will consider this, and do their utmost to form such a club.

The Co-operative Society has had printed, and will soon post in several places about the Institute, copies of the constitution, together with the names of the present officers. A small bulletin board will be attached for the information of members. Small cards with the constitution will be distributed to members of the Society. These should be preserved for reference. Members can obtain them from the officers.

S. Grant Smith, tailor, 338 Washington Street, has been added to the list of tradesmen. Discount, 10 per cent.